Did you know the CSUF Art Department is situated in a 70,000-square-foot complex of studios, classrooms, computer and design labs, and galleries? The visual media and exhibition arts programs are among the strongest on the West Coast in Ceramics, Crafts, Glass, Creative Photography, Drawing & Painting, Entertainment Arts & Animation, Exhibition Design, Graphic Design, Illustration, Jewelry & Metalsmithing, Sculpture, and Art Education & Art History.

Dedicated to the memory of Jerry Samuelson, art design teacher, department chair and Dean of College of the Arts. Samuelson was a mentor to the Art Alliance from 1967, the birth of Art Alliance.
ART ALLIANCE is a dynamic volunteer group dedicated to the support of the visual arts at California State University, Fullerton and to the continuing education of its members.

Art Alliance members:

Contribute to the Art Department and Gallery Exhibition Program that encourage and promote individual achievement in the arts.

Attend innovative exhibitions, lectures, and museum tours.

Experience informal and formal interactions with artists, faculty and students.

Contribute to student scholarships, CSUF exhibitions, and sculpture acquisitions.

Continue a tradition of active involvement and community support with the university that began in 1967.

Art Alliance provides opportunities for fun and friendship through:

- Enrichment Group Classes
- Field Trips to Museums and Art Installations
- Exhibition previews with featured artists
- Complimentary fall Membership Event
- Invitations to special events including student scholarship recognition
- Art of Dining fundraisers that explore global cuisines

Additional benefits
- Announcements of all Gallery Exhibitions and Receptions
- Discount on Exhibition Catalogs
- Listing in Membership Directory
- Discount on Campus Events and Performing Arts Productions

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES

Benefactor .................. $500
Donor  ...................... $250
Patron  ..................... $100
Business .................... $100
Sponsor ................... $75
Family ...................... $60
Individual .................. $50
Student ..................... $10

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Laura Hoffman, ‘14
MFA in Art,
Concentration in Illustration

Recipient of the Tribute Grant for Graduate Arts Student

The Arts have been my passion since I can remember, I have been drawing since the age of three. An area I connected to was Advanced Digital Illustration—I enjoyed the narrative illustrations. I could combine traditional methods while working with digital methods. One of my favorite projects was Racing Dachshunds, a painting I started in graphite, and then added transparent washes of color and texture through digital methods. I am proud that CSUF has acquired this painting and it now hangs in the Titan Student Union.

In receiving the award I was extremely honored, and felt validated and valued as an artist. It allowed me to purchase updated digital equipment and work on larger formats with a more natural feel. Grant opportunities provided by Art Alliance serve as motivation for students to enter exhibitions and strive to bring up the level of our work. Winning an award showcases the talent and effort of the student, but also recognizes the faculty who guide us.